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4

Hard Probes in the QGP

Strong time-dependence of the medium 
properties (expansion and cooling of the 

system)

Small-size systems (high-multiplicity pp 
and pA collisions) show signatures of 

collective behaviour

Need to devise a strategy to probe 
the time-structure of the QGP! 
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length: L

top quarks and W’s have finite lifetime (and decay to jets)
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Resolving the time structure of the quark-gluon plasma
with boosted top quarks

Liliana, Guilherme, Gavin and Carlos
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Abstract

Abstract still to be written

1 Key formulas and numbers

FCC: 39 TeV, 30 nb
�1
, A = 208

LHC: 5.5 TeV, 10 nb
�1
, A = 208

Factors to consider

• assume 50% e�ciency for two b-tags

• assume no background

• assume about 50% of cross section for 10% centrality

• People typically assume a medium lifetime of 5 fm/c – but of course it gets quite

diluted over that time.

Decoherence time. Ref. [1] gives this without the leading numerical factors. With the

numerical factors we should have

td =

✓
3

q̂✓2qq̄

◆1/3

(1)

A sensible value for q̂ is q̂ = 4 GeV
2/ fm. If we translate that just to units of distance (or

time) we get

td = 0.31 fm⇥ ✓�2/3
qq̄ (2)

Pictures

• CMS event display http://media4.s-nbcnews.com/j/MSNBC/Components/Photo/
_new/101130-cern-RhoPhi-huge.grid-6x2.jpg

1

q̂ is parameter of medium ⇠ 4GeV2/fm

✓qq̄ is quark-antiquark opening angle

Mehtar-Tani, Salgado & Tywoniuk, 1205.5739

Mehtar-Tani, Salgado, Tywoniuk (2010-2011) 
Casalderrey-Solana, Iancu (2011)

Quarks start interact with the medium 
independently   

⟹  Hadronic probe of the QGP is 
formed
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⟹  Increase delay of the Hadronic probe
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✦ Simple observable that can be related with energy loss: reconstructed W jet mass 

✦ At Future Circular Collider (FCC) energies (√sNN = 39 TeV):  

✦ σttbar→qqbar+μν ~ 30 nb-1
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✦ Transverse boost (reconstructed top pT) links to the average time at which particles start to interact with 
the medium 

✦ Able to measure the density evolution profile

11

How to relate it to the timescale?

“Bands” = 1𝜎 standard deviation 
from a true-sized sample 
 (including reconstruction 

efficiency, b-tagging efficiency…)
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more detailed study that includes also full consideration
of all heavy-ion e↵ects at a given specific collider.

Contributions to the average total delay time, h⌧toti
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FIG. 6. Total delay time and its standard deviation (mark-
ers and corresponding error bars), as given by Eq. (1), for
q̂ = 4GeV2/fm. The average contribution of each component
is shown as coloured stacked bands (see legend). For compar-
ison, the total delay time for q̂ = 1 GeV2/fm is shown as a
dashed line.

The result of Eq. (1) is shown as a function of the
reconstructed top jet transverse momentum in Fig. 6,
broken into its three components, represented as stacked
bands. The range of pt’s shown is guided by expectations
as to what will be accessible at widely discussed scenarios
of potential future colliders [38, 39]. The dispersion �⌧tot

of the sum of the three components is also represented
in Fig. 6, as vertical black lines. To illustrate the weak
dependence of h⌧toti on the value of q̂, the average total
delay time assuming a q̂ = 1 GeV2/ fm (rather than
q̂ = 4 GeV2/ fm) is shown as a dashed line. The larger
result for ⌧tot would translate to a larger reach in ⌧m
values for a given collider setup.

Control of the jet energy scale

To be able to identify the time-induced di↵erence be-
tween quenching of W jets in tt̄ events from full quench-
ing, it is crucial to have a reliable estimate of the expected
reconstructed W mass were quenching of the W jets to
be una↵ected by coherence delays and the W lifetime.

The procedure that we envisage for this purpose is to
use measurements of the Z-jet and �-jet balance in events
with cleanly identified (leptonic) Z bosons and photons
to determine the expectations for full quenching and to
then apply that determination to embedded tt̄ events.

To estimate the potential precision of such an ap-
proach, we examined how well the average xjZ = ptj/ptZ
ratio could be determined at the HL-LHC. Ref. [34] from
CMS gives a projection for the uncertainties on the xjZ

distribution with LPbPb = 10 nb�1. We took that dis-
tribution and created replica distributions by fluctuating
each bin with a Gaussian uncertainty set by the projec-
tion. We then evaluated the standard deviation of the
hxjZi values across many replicas. The result for the
standard deviation was 1.2%. This guides our choice of
1% for the systematic uncertainty on the impact of stan-
dard quenching for the purpose of producing Fig. 5.
We also note that Ref. [20] from ATLAS, shows a 1%

uncertainty (blue lines, bottom panel of Fig.3) for the
cross-calibration uncertainty between PbPb and pp col-
lisions. One should keep in mind that other jet-energy
scale uncertainties that are common to the pp and PbPb
cases should largely cancel when considering the di↵er-
ence between embedded pp results and PbPb data (and
it is precisely this di↵erence that interests us).

Lighter ions

Following the recent successful XeXe machine-
development run at the LHC, the prospect has been
raised [36] that with ions lighter than Pb it might be
possible to achieve e↵ective nucleon-nucleon luminosities
(i.e. total number of hard collisions) that are up to an
order of magnitude larger than for PbPb, in part be-
cause of the reduction of e↵ects such as bound–free pair
production [37]. Generically, higher luminosities would
bring substantially increased sensitivity to the longer
time structure of the QGP medium.
Aside from luminosity considerations, smaller ion

species have both an advantage and a disadvantage. The
advantage is that the intrinsic time scales associated with
the smaller, cooler QGP might be shorter than for PbPb
and so more accessible with top-quark probes. However a
smaller, cooler QGP is also likely to result in less quench-
ing. It is for the purpose of illustrating the tradeo↵s as-
sociated with lighter species that in Fig. 5 we show a
curve labelled KrKr. It uses a quenching of 10% rather
than 15%, in line with observations in CuCu [35] that are
consistent with quenching that goes as A1/3, where A is
the nuclear mass. The reduced quenching means that the
equivalent of Fig. 3 for KrKr would have the bands more
closely spaced. Accordingly one needs to go to higher
luminosities in order to distinguish any two given time
scenarios. At low luminosities the extra factor is rel-
atively limited, about 1.5, while at higher luminosities
it increases to about 3. Note that at higher luminosi-
ties the systematic and pp statistical uncertainties on the
expected standard quenching results start to dominate,
since we have taken them to be independent of the PbPb
equivalent luminosity.
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more detailed study that includes also full consideration
of all heavy-ion e↵ects at a given specific collider.

Contributions to the average total delay time, h⌧toti
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FIG. 6. Total delay time and its standard deviation (mark-
ers and corresponding error bars), as given by Eq. (1), for
q̂ = 4GeV2/fm. The average contribution of each component
is shown as coloured stacked bands (see legend). For compar-
ison, the total delay time for q̂ = 1 GeV2/fm is shown as a
dashed line.

The result of Eq. (1) is shown as a function of the
reconstructed top jet transverse momentum in Fig. 6,
broken into its three components, represented as stacked
bands. The range of pt’s shown is guided by expectations
as to what will be accessible at widely discussed scenarios
of potential future colliders [38, 39]. The dispersion �⌧tot

of the sum of the three components is also represented
in Fig. 6, as vertical black lines. To illustrate the weak
dependence of h⌧toti on the value of q̂, the average total
delay time assuming a q̂ = 1 GeV2/ fm (rather than
q̂ = 4 GeV2/ fm) is shown as a dashed line. The larger
result for ⌧tot would translate to a larger reach in ⌧m
values for a given collider setup.

Control of the jet energy scale

To be able to identify the time-induced di↵erence be-
tween quenching of W jets in tt̄ events from full quench-
ing, it is crucial to have a reliable estimate of the expected
reconstructed W mass were quenching of the W jets to
be una↵ected by coherence delays and the W lifetime.

The procedure that we envisage for this purpose is to
use measurements of the Z-jet and �-jet balance in events
with cleanly identified (leptonic) Z bosons and photons
to determine the expectations for full quenching and to
then apply that determination to embedded tt̄ events.

To estimate the potential precision of such an ap-
proach, we examined how well the average xjZ = ptj/ptZ
ratio could be determined at the HL-LHC. Ref. [34] from
CMS gives a projection for the uncertainties on the xjZ

distribution with LPbPb = 10 nb�1. We took that dis-
tribution and created replica distributions by fluctuating
each bin with a Gaussian uncertainty set by the projec-
tion. We then evaluated the standard deviation of the
hxjZi values across many replicas. The result for the
standard deviation was 1.2%. This guides our choice of
1% for the systematic uncertainty on the impact of stan-
dard quenching for the purpose of producing Fig. 5.
We also note that Ref. [20] from ATLAS, shows a 1%

uncertainty (blue lines, bottom panel of Fig.3) for the
cross-calibration uncertainty between PbPb and pp col-
lisions. One should keep in mind that other jet-energy
scale uncertainties that are common to the pp and PbPb
cases should largely cancel when considering the di↵er-
ence between embedded pp results and PbPb data (and
it is precisely this di↵erence that interests us).

Lighter ions

Following the recent successful XeXe machine-
development run at the LHC, the prospect has been
raised [36] that with ions lighter than Pb it might be
possible to achieve e↵ective nucleon-nucleon luminosities
(i.e. total number of hard collisions) that are up to an
order of magnitude larger than for PbPb, in part be-
cause of the reduction of e↵ects such as bound–free pair
production [37]. Generically, higher luminosities would
bring substantially increased sensitivity to the longer
time structure of the QGP medium.
Aside from luminosity considerations, smaller ion

species have both an advantage and a disadvantage. The
advantage is that the intrinsic time scales associated with
the smaller, cooler QGP might be shorter than for PbPb
and so more accessible with top-quark probes. However a
smaller, cooler QGP is also likely to result in less quench-
ing. It is for the purpose of illustrating the tradeo↵s as-
sociated with lighter species that in Fig. 5 we show a
curve labelled KrKr. It uses a quenching of 10% rather
than 15%, in line with observations in CuCu [35] that are
consistent with quenching that goes as A1/3, where A is
the nuclear mass. The reduced quenching means that the
equivalent of Fig. 3 for KrKr would have the bands more
closely spaced. Accordingly one needs to go to higher
luminosities in order to distinguish any two given time
scenarios. At low luminosities the extra factor is rel-
atively limited, about 1.5, while at higher luminosities
it increases to about 3. Note that at higher luminosi-
ties the systematic and pp statistical uncertainties on the
expected standard quenching results start to dominate,
since we have taken them to be independent of the PbPb
equivalent luminosity.
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✦ FCC: able to scan most of the QGP lifetime! 

✦ HE-LHC: Some discrimination, but cross-
section and luminosity too limited….
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FIG. 1. Distribution of ⌧tot for events that pass all reconstruc-
tion cuts and have a top-quark candidate (independently of
the reconstructed top-quark and W -boson masses).
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FIG. 2. Di↵erential fiducial proton–proton tt̄ reconstruction
cross section as a function of mreco

W at the LHC and FCC.

former will provide our measure of quenching (and was
once before studied for this purpose [33]). The latter
can be translated to an average ⌧tot and for 200 GeV .
precot,top . 1 TeV the relation reads (see figure 6 in the
supplemental material)

h⌧toti(precot,top) ' (0.37 + 0.0022 precot,top/GeV) fm/c . (3)

The distribution of ⌧tot values is given in Fig. 1 for the
LHC

p
sNN = 5.5 TeV, inclusively over precot,top, and for

a future-circular-collider (FCC) with
p
sNN = 39 TeV,

considering events with precot,top > 400 GeV. Note the long
tails in both cases, which will contribute sensitivity to
times substantially beyond h⌧toti.

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of mreco
W , again for the

LHC and FCC, with a precot,top cut in the latter case. Re-
sults are shown with baseline full quenching for all parti-
cles and without quenching (the latter being equivalent
to pp events embedded in heavy-ion events to account
for the e↵ect of the underlying event). One sees clear
W -mass peaks, superposed on a continuum associated
with events where the W decay jets have not been cor-
rectly identified. The continuum is significantly reduced
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FIG. 3. The average (points) and standard deviation (width
of band) formreco

W across many pseudo-experiments, as a func-
tion of luminosity for an inclusive sample of tt̄ events, as a
function of the integrated PbPb luminosity at the LHC (left)
and the HE-LHC (right).

at high precot,top. The W peaks in the quenched case are
shifted to the left, and the extent of the shift provides an
experimental measure of the quenching. The peaks are
also lower in the quenched case, reflecting the smaller
fractions of events that pass the reconstruction (and, for
FCC, precot,top) cuts.
To estimate the sensitivity of top-quark measurements

to the time-dependence of quenching in the medium, we
consider a toy model in which the quenching is propor-
tional to the time between the moment when theW decay
products decohere, ⌧tot, and a moment when the medium
quenching e↵ect stops being active, ⌧m. This gives a
⌧tot-dependent quenching factor Q(⌧tot) for the W decay
products of

Q(⌧tot) = 1 + (Q0 � 1)
⌧m � ⌧tot

⌧m
⇥(⌧m � ⌧tot) . (4)

Recall that all other hadronic particles undergo quench-
ing with the factor Q0.
For each choice of ⌧m we obtain a mreco

W histogram as
in Fig. 2. We carry out a binned likelihood fit for the his-
togram and the background of incorrectly reconstructed
W ’s using the functional form

N(m) = a exp


� (m�mfit

W )2

2�2

�
+ b+ cm , (5)

which yields good fits. The free parameters a, b, c, � and
mfit

W are constrained to sensible ranges so as to increase
the stability of the fit in low statistics samples.
Fig. 3 shows the results for mfit

W . They are plotted as
bands for di↵erent ⌧m values, as a function of the PbPb
integrated luminosity, LPbPb. The width of each band
represents the standard deviation of mfit

W values that we
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former will provide our measure of quenching (and was
once before studied for this purpose [33]). The latter
can be translated to an average ⌧tot and for 200 GeV .
precot,top . 1 TeV the relation reads (see figure 6 in the
supplemental material)

h⌧toti(precot,top) ' (0.37 + 0.0022 precot,top/GeV) fm/c . (3)

The distribution of ⌧tot values is given in Fig. 1 for the
LHC

p
sNN = 5.5 TeV, inclusively over precot,top, and for

a future-circular-collider (FCC) with
p
sNN = 39 TeV,

considering events with precot,top > 400 GeV. Note the long
tails in both cases, which will contribute sensitivity to
times substantially beyond h⌧toti.

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of mreco
W , again for the

LHC and FCC, with a precot,top cut in the latter case. Re-
sults are shown with baseline full quenching for all parti-
cles and without quenching (the latter being equivalent
to pp events embedded in heavy-ion events to account
for the e↵ect of the underlying event). One sees clear
W -mass peaks, superposed on a continuum associated
with events where the W decay jets have not been cor-
rectly identified. The continuum is significantly reduced
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FIG. 3. The average (points) and standard deviation (width
of band) formreco

W across many pseudo-experiments, as a func-
tion of luminosity for an inclusive sample of tt̄ events, as a
function of the integrated PbPb luminosity at the LHC (left)
and the HE-LHC (right).

at high precot,top. The W peaks in the quenched case are
shifted to the left, and the extent of the shift provides an
experimental measure of the quenching. The peaks are
also lower in the quenched case, reflecting the smaller
fractions of events that pass the reconstruction (and, for
FCC, precot,top) cuts.
To estimate the sensitivity of top-quark measurements

to the time-dependence of quenching in the medium, we
consider a toy model in which the quenching is propor-
tional to the time between the moment when theW decay
products decohere, ⌧tot, and a moment when the medium
quenching e↵ect stops being active, ⌧m. This gives a
⌧tot-dependent quenching factor Q(⌧tot) for the W decay
products of

Q(⌧tot) = 1 + (Q0 � 1)
⌧m � ⌧tot

⌧m
⇥(⌧m � ⌧tot) . (4)

Recall that all other hadronic particles undergo quench-
ing with the factor Q0.
For each choice of ⌧m we obtain a mreco

W histogram as
in Fig. 2. We carry out a binned likelihood fit for the his-
togram and the background of incorrectly reconstructed
W ’s using the functional form

N(m) = a exp


� (m�mfit

W )2

2�2

�
+ b+ cm , (5)

which yields good fits. The free parameters a, b, c, � and
mfit

W are constrained to sensible ranges so as to increase
the stability of the fit in low statistics samples.
Fig. 3 shows the results for mfit

W . They are plotted as
bands for di↵erent ⌧m values, as a function of the PbPb
integrated luminosity, LPbPb. The width of each band
represents the standard deviation of mfit

W values that we
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former will provide our measure of quenching (and was
once before studied for this purpose [33]). The latter
can be translated to an average ⌧tot and for 200 GeV .
precot,top . 1 TeV the relation reads (see figure 6 in the
supplemental material)

h⌧toti(precot,top) ' (0.37 + 0.0022 precot,top/GeV) fm/c . (3)

The distribution of ⌧tot values is given in Fig. 1 for the
LHC

p
sNN = 5.5 TeV, inclusively over precot,top, and for

a future-circular-collider (FCC) with
p
sNN = 39 TeV,

considering events with precot,top > 400 GeV. Note the long
tails in both cases, which will contribute sensitivity to
times substantially beyond h⌧toti.

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of mreco
W , again for the

LHC and FCC, with a precot,top cut in the latter case. Re-
sults are shown with baseline full quenching for all parti-
cles and without quenching (the latter being equivalent
to pp events embedded in heavy-ion events to account
for the e↵ect of the underlying event). One sees clear
W -mass peaks, superposed on a continuum associated
with events where the W decay jets have not been cor-
rectly identified. The continuum is significantly reduced
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FIG. 3. The average (points) and standard deviation (width
of band) formreco

W across many pseudo-experiments, as a func-
tion of luminosity for an inclusive sample of tt̄ events, as a
function of the integrated PbPb luminosity at the LHC (left)
and the HE-LHC (right).

at high precot,top. The W peaks in the quenched case are
shifted to the left, and the extent of the shift provides an
experimental measure of the quenching. The peaks are
also lower in the quenched case, reflecting the smaller
fractions of events that pass the reconstruction (and, for
FCC, precot,top) cuts.
To estimate the sensitivity of top-quark measurements

to the time-dependence of quenching in the medium, we
consider a toy model in which the quenching is propor-
tional to the time between the moment when theW decay
products decohere, ⌧tot, and a moment when the medium
quenching e↵ect stops being active, ⌧m. This gives a
⌧tot-dependent quenching factor Q(⌧tot) for the W decay
products of

Q(⌧tot) = 1 + (Q0 � 1)
⌧m � ⌧tot

⌧m
⇥(⌧m � ⌧tot) . (4)

Recall that all other hadronic particles undergo quench-
ing with the factor Q0.
For each choice of ⌧m we obtain a mreco

W histogram as
in Fig. 2. We carry out a binned likelihood fit for the his-
togram and the background of incorrectly reconstructed
W ’s using the functional form

N(m) = a exp


� (m�mfit

W )2

2�2

�
+ b+ cm , (5)

which yields good fits. The free parameters a, b, c, � and
mfit

W are constrained to sensible ranges so as to increase
the stability of the fit in low statistics samples.
Fig. 3 shows the results for mfit

W . They are plotted as
bands for di↵erent ⌧m values, as a function of the PbPb
integrated luminosity, LPbPb. The width of each band
represents the standard deviation of mfit

W values that we

“bands” = 1𝜎
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FIG. 1. Distribution of ⌧tot for events that pass all reconstruc-
tion cuts and have a top-quark candidate (independently of
the reconstructed top-quark and W -boson masses).
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former will provide our measure of quenching (and was
once before studied for this purpose [33]). The latter
can be translated to an average ⌧tot and for 200 GeV .
precot,top . 1 TeV the relation reads (see figure 6 in the
supplemental material)

h⌧toti(precot,top) ' (0.37 + 0.0022 precot,top/GeV) fm/c . (3)

The distribution of ⌧tot values is given in Fig. 1 for the
LHC

p
sNN = 5.5 TeV, inclusively over precot,top, and for

a future-circular-collider (FCC) with
p
sNN = 39 TeV,

considering events with precot,top > 400 GeV. Note the long
tails in both cases, which will contribute sensitivity to
times substantially beyond h⌧toti.

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of mreco
W , again for the

LHC and FCC, with a precot,top cut in the latter case. Re-
sults are shown with baseline full quenching for all parti-
cles and without quenching (the latter being equivalent
to pp events embedded in heavy-ion events to account
for the e↵ect of the underlying event). One sees clear
W -mass peaks, superposed on a continuum associated
with events where the W decay jets have not been cor-
rectly identified. The continuum is significantly reduced
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FIG. 3. The average (points) and standard deviation (width
of band) formreco

W across many pseudo-experiments, as a func-
tion of luminosity for an inclusive sample of tt̄ events, as a
function of the integrated PbPb luminosity at the LHC (left)
and the HE-LHC (right).

at high precot,top. The W peaks in the quenched case are
shifted to the left, and the extent of the shift provides an
experimental measure of the quenching. The peaks are
also lower in the quenched case, reflecting the smaller
fractions of events that pass the reconstruction (and, for
FCC, precot,top) cuts.
To estimate the sensitivity of top-quark measurements

to the time-dependence of quenching in the medium, we
consider a toy model in which the quenching is propor-
tional to the time between the moment when theW decay
products decohere, ⌧tot, and a moment when the medium
quenching e↵ect stops being active, ⌧m. This gives a
⌧tot-dependent quenching factor Q(⌧tot) for the W decay
products of

Q(⌧tot) = 1 + (Q0 � 1)
⌧m � ⌧tot

⌧m
⇥(⌧m � ⌧tot) . (4)

Recall that all other hadronic particles undergo quench-
ing with the factor Q0.
For each choice of ⌧m we obtain a mreco

W histogram as
in Fig. 2. We carry out a binned likelihood fit for the his-
togram and the background of incorrectly reconstructed
W ’s using the functional form

N(m) = a exp


� (m�mfit

W )2

2�2

�
+ b+ cm , (5)

which yields good fits. The free parameters a, b, c, � and
mfit

W are constrained to sensible ranges so as to increase
the stability of the fit in low statistics samples.
Fig. 3 shows the results for mfit

W . They are plotted as
bands for di↵erent ⌧m values, as a function of the PbPb
integrated luminosity, LPbPb. The width of each band
represents the standard deviation of mfit

W values that we
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former will provide our measure of quenching (and was
once before studied for this purpose [33]). The latter
can be translated to an average ⌧tot and for 200 GeV .
precot,top . 1 TeV the relation reads (see figure 6 in the
supplemental material)

h⌧toti(precot,top) ' (0.37 + 0.0022 precot,top/GeV) fm/c . (3)

The distribution of ⌧tot values is given in Fig. 1 for the
LHC

p
sNN = 5.5 TeV, inclusively over precot,top, and for

a future-circular-collider (FCC) with
p
sNN = 39 TeV,

considering events with precot,top > 400 GeV. Note the long
tails in both cases, which will contribute sensitivity to
times substantially beyond h⌧toti.

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of mreco
W , again for the

LHC and FCC, with a precot,top cut in the latter case. Re-
sults are shown with baseline full quenching for all parti-
cles and without quenching (the latter being equivalent
to pp events embedded in heavy-ion events to account
for the e↵ect of the underlying event). One sees clear
W -mass peaks, superposed on a continuum associated
with events where the W decay jets have not been cor-
rectly identified. The continuum is significantly reduced
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FIG. 3. The average (points) and standard deviation (width
of band) formreco

W across many pseudo-experiments, as a func-
tion of luminosity for an inclusive sample of tt̄ events, as a
function of the integrated PbPb luminosity at the LHC (left)
and the HE-LHC (right).

at high precot,top. The W peaks in the quenched case are
shifted to the left, and the extent of the shift provides an
experimental measure of the quenching. The peaks are
also lower in the quenched case, reflecting the smaller
fractions of events that pass the reconstruction (and, for
FCC, precot,top) cuts.
To estimate the sensitivity of top-quark measurements

to the time-dependence of quenching in the medium, we
consider a toy model in which the quenching is propor-
tional to the time between the moment when theW decay
products decohere, ⌧tot, and a moment when the medium
quenching e↵ect stops being active, ⌧m. This gives a
⌧tot-dependent quenching factor Q(⌧tot) for the W decay
products of

Q(⌧tot) = 1 + (Q0 � 1)
⌧m � ⌧tot

⌧m
⇥(⌧m � ⌧tot) . (4)

Recall that all other hadronic particles undergo quench-
ing with the factor Q0.
For each choice of ⌧m we obtain a mreco

W histogram as
in Fig. 2. We carry out a binned likelihood fit for the his-
togram and the background of incorrectly reconstructed
W ’s using the functional form

N(m) = a exp


� (m�mfit

W )2

2�2

�
+ b+ cm , (5)

which yields good fits. The free parameters a, b, c, � and
mfit

W are constrained to sensible ranges so as to increase
the stability of the fit in low statistics samples.
Fig. 3 shows the results for mfit

W . They are plotted as
bands for di↵erent ⌧m values, as a function of the PbPb
integrated luminosity, LPbPb. The width of each band
represents the standard deviation of mfit

W values that we
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the reconstructed top-quark and W -boson masses).
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former will provide our measure of quenching (and was
once before studied for this purpose [33]). The latter
can be translated to an average ⌧tot and for 200 GeV .
precot,top . 1 TeV the relation reads (see figure 6 in the
supplemental material)

h⌧toti(precot,top) ' (0.37 + 0.0022 precot,top/GeV) fm/c . (3)

The distribution of ⌧tot values is given in Fig. 1 for the
LHC

p
sNN = 5.5 TeV, inclusively over precot,top, and for

a future-circular-collider (FCC) with
p
sNN = 39 TeV,

considering events with precot,top > 400 GeV. Note the long
tails in both cases, which will contribute sensitivity to
times substantially beyond h⌧toti.

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of mreco
W , again for the

LHC and FCC, with a precot,top cut in the latter case. Re-
sults are shown with baseline full quenching for all parti-
cles and without quenching (the latter being equivalent
to pp events embedded in heavy-ion events to account
for the e↵ect of the underlying event). One sees clear
W -mass peaks, superposed on a continuum associated
with events where the W decay jets have not been cor-
rectly identified. The continuum is significantly reduced
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FIG. 3. The average (points) and standard deviation (width
of band) formreco

W across many pseudo-experiments, as a func-
tion of luminosity for an inclusive sample of tt̄ events, as a
function of the integrated PbPb luminosity at the LHC (left)
and the HE-LHC (right).

at high precot,top. The W peaks in the quenched case are
shifted to the left, and the extent of the shift provides an
experimental measure of the quenching. The peaks are
also lower in the quenched case, reflecting the smaller
fractions of events that pass the reconstruction (and, for
FCC, precot,top) cuts.
To estimate the sensitivity of top-quark measurements

to the time-dependence of quenching in the medium, we
consider a toy model in which the quenching is propor-
tional to the time between the moment when theW decay
products decohere, ⌧tot, and a moment when the medium
quenching e↵ect stops being active, ⌧m. This gives a
⌧tot-dependent quenching factor Q(⌧tot) for the W decay
products of

Q(⌧tot) = 1 + (Q0 � 1)
⌧m � ⌧tot

⌧m
⇥(⌧m � ⌧tot) . (4)

Recall that all other hadronic particles undergo quench-
ing with the factor Q0.
For each choice of ⌧m we obtain a mreco

W histogram as
in Fig. 2. We carry out a binned likelihood fit for the his-
togram and the background of incorrectly reconstructed
W ’s using the functional form

N(m) = a exp


� (m�mfit

W )2

2�2

�
+ b+ cm , (5)

which yields good fits. The free parameters a, b, c, � and
mfit

W are constrained to sensible ranges so as to increase
the stability of the fit in low statistics samples.
Fig. 3 shows the results for mfit

W . They are plotted as
bands for di↵erent ⌧m values, as a function of the PbPb
integrated luminosity, LPbPb. The width of each band
represents the standard deviation of mfit

W values that we

“bands” = 1𝜎
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FIG. 1. Distribution of ⌧tot for events that pass all reconstruc-
tion cuts and have a top-quark candidate (independently of
the reconstructed top-quark and W -boson masses).
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former will provide our measure of quenching (and was
once before studied for this purpose [33]). The latter
can be translated to an average ⌧tot and for 200 GeV .
precot,top . 1 TeV the relation reads (see figure 6 in the
supplemental material)

h⌧toti(precot,top) ' (0.37 + 0.0022 precot,top/GeV) fm/c . (3)

The distribution of ⌧tot values is given in Fig. 1 for the
LHC

p
sNN = 5.5 TeV, inclusively over precot,top, and for

a future-circular-collider (FCC) with
p
sNN = 39 TeV,

considering events with precot,top > 400 GeV. Note the long
tails in both cases, which will contribute sensitivity to
times substantially beyond h⌧toti.

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of mreco
W , again for the

LHC and FCC, with a precot,top cut in the latter case. Re-
sults are shown with baseline full quenching for all parti-
cles and without quenching (the latter being equivalent
to pp events embedded in heavy-ion events to account
for the e↵ect of the underlying event). One sees clear
W -mass peaks, superposed on a continuum associated
with events where the W decay jets have not been cor-
rectly identified. The continuum is significantly reduced
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FIG. 3. The average (points) and standard deviation (width
of band) formreco

W across many pseudo-experiments, as a func-
tion of luminosity for an inclusive sample of tt̄ events, as a
function of the integrated PbPb luminosity at the LHC (left)
and the HE-LHC (right).

at high precot,top. The W peaks in the quenched case are
shifted to the left, and the extent of the shift provides an
experimental measure of the quenching. The peaks are
also lower in the quenched case, reflecting the smaller
fractions of events that pass the reconstruction (and, for
FCC, precot,top) cuts.
To estimate the sensitivity of top-quark measurements

to the time-dependence of quenching in the medium, we
consider a toy model in which the quenching is propor-
tional to the time between the moment when theW decay
products decohere, ⌧tot, and a moment when the medium
quenching e↵ect stops being active, ⌧m. This gives a
⌧tot-dependent quenching factor Q(⌧tot) for the W decay
products of

Q(⌧tot) = 1 + (Q0 � 1)
⌧m � ⌧tot

⌧m
⇥(⌧m � ⌧tot) . (4)

Recall that all other hadronic particles undergo quench-
ing with the factor Q0.
For each choice of ⌧m we obtain a mreco

W histogram as
in Fig. 2. We carry out a binned likelihood fit for the his-
togram and the background of incorrectly reconstructed
W ’s using the functional form

N(m) = a exp


� (m�mfit

W )2

2�2

�
+ b+ cm , (5)

which yields good fits. The free parameters a, b, c, � and
mfit

W are constrained to sensible ranges so as to increase
the stability of the fit in low statistics samples.
Fig. 3 shows the results for mfit

W . They are plotted as
bands for di↵erent ⌧m values, as a function of the PbPb
integrated luminosity, LPbPb. The width of each band
represents the standard deviation of mfit

W values that we
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the reconstructed top-quark and W -boson masses).
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former will provide our measure of quenching (and was
once before studied for this purpose [33]). The latter
can be translated to an average ⌧tot and for 200 GeV .
precot,top . 1 TeV the relation reads (see figure 6 in the
supplemental material)

h⌧toti(precot,top) ' (0.37 + 0.0022 precot,top/GeV) fm/c . (3)

The distribution of ⌧tot values is given in Fig. 1 for the
LHC

p
sNN = 5.5 TeV, inclusively over precot,top, and for

a future-circular-collider (FCC) with
p
sNN = 39 TeV,

considering events with precot,top > 400 GeV. Note the long
tails in both cases, which will contribute sensitivity to
times substantially beyond h⌧toti.

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of mreco
W , again for the

LHC and FCC, with a precot,top cut in the latter case. Re-
sults are shown with baseline full quenching for all parti-
cles and without quenching (the latter being equivalent
to pp events embedded in heavy-ion events to account
for the e↵ect of the underlying event). One sees clear
W -mass peaks, superposed on a continuum associated
with events where the W decay jets have not been cor-
rectly identified. The continuum is significantly reduced
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FIG. 3. The average (points) and standard deviation (width
of band) formreco

W across many pseudo-experiments, as a func-
tion of luminosity for an inclusive sample of tt̄ events, as a
function of the integrated PbPb luminosity at the LHC (left)
and the HE-LHC (right).

at high precot,top. The W peaks in the quenched case are
shifted to the left, and the extent of the shift provides an
experimental measure of the quenching. The peaks are
also lower in the quenched case, reflecting the smaller
fractions of events that pass the reconstruction (and, for
FCC, precot,top) cuts.
To estimate the sensitivity of top-quark measurements

to the time-dependence of quenching in the medium, we
consider a toy model in which the quenching is propor-
tional to the time between the moment when theW decay
products decohere, ⌧tot, and a moment when the medium
quenching e↵ect stops being active, ⌧m. This gives a
⌧tot-dependent quenching factor Q(⌧tot) for the W decay
products of

Q(⌧tot) = 1 + (Q0 � 1)
⌧m � ⌧tot

⌧m
⇥(⌧m � ⌧tot) . (4)

Recall that all other hadronic particles undergo quench-
ing with the factor Q0.
For each choice of ⌧m we obtain a mreco

W histogram as
in Fig. 2. We carry out a binned likelihood fit for the his-
togram and the background of incorrectly reconstructed
W ’s using the functional form

N(m) = a exp


� (m�mfit

W )2

2�2

�
+ b+ cm , (5)

which yields good fits. The free parameters a, b, c, � and
mfit

W are constrained to sensible ranges so as to increase
the stability of the fit in low statistics samples.
Fig. 3 shows the results for mfit

W . They are plotted as
bands for di↵erent ⌧m values, as a function of the PbPb
integrated luminosity, LPbPb. The width of each band
represents the standard deviation of mfit

W values that we
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tion cuts and have a top-quark candidate (independently of
the reconstructed top-quark and W -boson masses).
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former will provide our measure of quenching (and was
once before studied for this purpose [33]). The latter
can be translated to an average ⌧tot and for 200 GeV .
precot,top . 1 TeV the relation reads (see figure 6 in the
supplemental material)

h⌧toti(precot,top) ' (0.37 + 0.0022 precot,top/GeV) fm/c . (3)

The distribution of ⌧tot values is given in Fig. 1 for the
LHC

p
sNN = 5.5 TeV, inclusively over precot,top, and for

a future-circular-collider (FCC) with
p
sNN = 39 TeV,

considering events with precot,top > 400 GeV. Note the long
tails in both cases, which will contribute sensitivity to
times substantially beyond h⌧toti.

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of mreco
W , again for the

LHC and FCC, with a precot,top cut in the latter case. Re-
sults are shown with baseline full quenching for all parti-
cles and without quenching (the latter being equivalent
to pp events embedded in heavy-ion events to account
for the e↵ect of the underlying event). One sees clear
W -mass peaks, superposed on a continuum associated
with events where the W decay jets have not been cor-
rectly identified. The continuum is significantly reduced
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FIG. 3. The average (points) and standard deviation (width
of band) formreco

W across many pseudo-experiments, as a func-
tion of luminosity for an inclusive sample of tt̄ events, as a
function of the integrated PbPb luminosity at the LHC (left)
and the HE-LHC (right).

at high precot,top. The W peaks in the quenched case are
shifted to the left, and the extent of the shift provides an
experimental measure of the quenching. The peaks are
also lower in the quenched case, reflecting the smaller
fractions of events that pass the reconstruction (and, for
FCC, precot,top) cuts.
To estimate the sensitivity of top-quark measurements

to the time-dependence of quenching in the medium, we
consider a toy model in which the quenching is propor-
tional to the time between the moment when theW decay
products decohere, ⌧tot, and a moment when the medium
quenching e↵ect stops being active, ⌧m. This gives a
⌧tot-dependent quenching factor Q(⌧tot) for the W decay
products of

Q(⌧tot) = 1 + (Q0 � 1)
⌧m � ⌧tot

⌧m
⇥(⌧m � ⌧tot) . (4)

Recall that all other hadronic particles undergo quench-
ing with the factor Q0.
For each choice of ⌧m we obtain a mreco

W histogram as
in Fig. 2. We carry out a binned likelihood fit for the his-
togram and the background of incorrectly reconstructed
W ’s using the functional form

N(m) = a exp


� (m�mfit

W )2

2�2

�
+ b+ cm , (5)

which yields good fits. The free parameters a, b, c, � and
mfit

W are constrained to sensible ranges so as to increase
the stability of the fit in low statistics samples.
Fig. 3 shows the results for mfit

W . They are plotted as
bands for di↵erent ⌧m values, as a function of the PbPb
integrated luminosity, LPbPb. The width of each band
represents the standard deviation of mfit

W values that we

“bands” = 1𝜎

fixed at 2 fb-1
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✦ Inclusive distribution (no pt trigger info)
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FIG. 1. Distribution of ⌧tot for events that pass all reconstruc-
tion cuts and have a top-quark candidate (independently of
the reconstructed top-quark and W -boson masses).
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FIG. 2. Di↵erential fiducial proton–proton tt̄ reconstruction
cross section as a function of mreco

W at the LHC and FCC.

former will provide our measure of quenching (and was
once before studied for this purpose [33]). The latter
can be translated to an average ⌧tot and for 200 GeV .
precot,top . 1 TeV the relation reads (see figure 6 in the
supplemental material)

h⌧toti(precot,top) ' (0.37 + 0.0022 precot,top/GeV) fm/c . (3)

The distribution of ⌧tot values is given in Fig. 1 for the
LHC

p
sNN = 5.5 TeV, inclusively over precot,top, and for

a future-circular-collider (FCC) with
p
sNN = 39 TeV,

considering events with precot,top > 400 GeV. Note the long
tails in both cases, which will contribute sensitivity to
times substantially beyond h⌧toti.

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of mreco
W , again for the

LHC and FCC, with a precot,top cut in the latter case. Re-
sults are shown with baseline full quenching for all parti-
cles and without quenching (the latter being equivalent
to pp events embedded in heavy-ion events to account
for the e↵ect of the underlying event). One sees clear
W -mass peaks, superposed on a continuum associated
with events where the W decay jets have not been cor-
rectly identified. The continuum is significantly reduced
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FIG. 3. The average (points) and standard deviation (width
of band) formreco

W across many pseudo-experiments, as a func-
tion of luminosity for an inclusive sample of tt̄ events, as a
function of the integrated PbPb luminosity at the LHC (left)
and the HE-LHC (right).

at high precot,top. The W peaks in the quenched case are
shifted to the left, and the extent of the shift provides an
experimental measure of the quenching. The peaks are
also lower in the quenched case, reflecting the smaller
fractions of events that pass the reconstruction (and, for
FCC, precot,top) cuts.
To estimate the sensitivity of top-quark measurements

to the time-dependence of quenching in the medium, we
consider a toy model in which the quenching is propor-
tional to the time between the moment when theW decay
products decohere, ⌧tot, and a moment when the medium
quenching e↵ect stops being active, ⌧m. This gives a
⌧tot-dependent quenching factor Q(⌧tot) for the W decay
products of

Q(⌧tot) = 1 + (Q0 � 1)
⌧m � ⌧tot

⌧m
⇥(⌧m � ⌧tot) . (4)

Recall that all other hadronic particles undergo quench-
ing with the factor Q0.
For each choice of ⌧m we obtain a mreco

W histogram as
in Fig. 2. We carry out a binned likelihood fit for the his-
togram and the background of incorrectly reconstructed
W ’s using the functional form

N(m) = a exp


� (m�mfit

W )2

2�2

�
+ b+ cm , (5)

which yields good fits. The free parameters a, b, c, � and
mfit

W are constrained to sensible ranges so as to increase
the stability of the fit in low statistics samples.
Fig. 3 shows the results for mfit

W . They are plotted as
bands for di↵erent ⌧m values, as a function of the PbPb
integrated luminosity, LPbPb. The width of each band
represents the standard deviation of mfit

W values that we
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former will provide our measure of quenching (and was
once before studied for this purpose [33]). The latter
can be translated to an average ⌧tot and for 200 GeV .
precot,top . 1 TeV the relation reads (see figure 6 in the
supplemental material)

h⌧toti(precot,top) ' (0.37 + 0.0022 precot,top/GeV) fm/c . (3)

The distribution of ⌧tot values is given in Fig. 1 for the
LHC

p
sNN = 5.5 TeV, inclusively over precot,top, and for

a future-circular-collider (FCC) with
p
sNN = 39 TeV,

considering events with precot,top > 400 GeV. Note the long
tails in both cases, which will contribute sensitivity to
times substantially beyond h⌧toti.

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of mreco
W , again for the

LHC and FCC, with a precot,top cut in the latter case. Re-
sults are shown with baseline full quenching for all parti-
cles and without quenching (the latter being equivalent
to pp events embedded in heavy-ion events to account
for the e↵ect of the underlying event). One sees clear
W -mass peaks, superposed on a continuum associated
with events where the W decay jets have not been cor-
rectly identified. The continuum is significantly reduced
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FIG. 3. The average (points) and standard deviation (width
of band) formreco

W across many pseudo-experiments, as a func-
tion of luminosity for an inclusive sample of tt̄ events, as a
function of the integrated PbPb luminosity at the LHC (left)
and the HE-LHC (right).

at high precot,top. The W peaks in the quenched case are
shifted to the left, and the extent of the shift provides an
experimental measure of the quenching. The peaks are
also lower in the quenched case, reflecting the smaller
fractions of events that pass the reconstruction (and, for
FCC, precot,top) cuts.
To estimate the sensitivity of top-quark measurements

to the time-dependence of quenching in the medium, we
consider a toy model in which the quenching is propor-
tional to the time between the moment when theW decay
products decohere, ⌧tot, and a moment when the medium
quenching e↵ect stops being active, ⌧m. This gives a
⌧tot-dependent quenching factor Q(⌧tot) for the W decay
products of

Q(⌧tot) = 1 + (Q0 � 1)
⌧m � ⌧tot

⌧m
⇥(⌧m � ⌧tot) . (4)

Recall that all other hadronic particles undergo quench-
ing with the factor Q0.
For each choice of ⌧m we obtain a mreco

W histogram as
in Fig. 2. We carry out a binned likelihood fit for the his-
togram and the background of incorrectly reconstructed
W ’s using the functional form

N(m) = a exp


� (m�mfit

W )2

2�2

�
+ b+ cm , (5)

which yields good fits. The free parameters a, b, c, � and
mfit

W are constrained to sensible ranges so as to increase
the stability of the fit in low statistics samples.
Fig. 3 shows the results for mfit

W . They are plotted as
bands for di↵erent ⌧m values, as a function of the PbPb
integrated luminosity, LPbPb. The width of each band
represents the standard deviation of mfit

W values that we
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former will provide our measure of quenching (and was
once before studied for this purpose [33]). The latter
can be translated to an average ⌧tot and for 200 GeV .
precot,top . 1 TeV the relation reads (see figure 6 in the
supplemental material)

h⌧toti(precot,top) ' (0.37 + 0.0022 precot,top/GeV) fm/c . (3)

The distribution of ⌧tot values is given in Fig. 1 for the
LHC

p
sNN = 5.5 TeV, inclusively over precot,top, and for

a future-circular-collider (FCC) with
p
sNN = 39 TeV,

considering events with precot,top > 400 GeV. Note the long
tails in both cases, which will contribute sensitivity to
times substantially beyond h⌧toti.

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of mreco
W , again for the

LHC and FCC, with a precot,top cut in the latter case. Re-
sults are shown with baseline full quenching for all parti-
cles and without quenching (the latter being equivalent
to pp events embedded in heavy-ion events to account
for the e↵ect of the underlying event). One sees clear
W -mass peaks, superposed on a continuum associated
with events where the W decay jets have not been cor-
rectly identified. The continuum is significantly reduced
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FIG. 3. The average (points) and standard deviation (width
of band) formreco

W across many pseudo-experiments, as a func-
tion of luminosity for an inclusive sample of tt̄ events, as a
function of the integrated PbPb luminosity at the LHC (left)
and the HE-LHC (right).

at high precot,top. The W peaks in the quenched case are
shifted to the left, and the extent of the shift provides an
experimental measure of the quenching. The peaks are
also lower in the quenched case, reflecting the smaller
fractions of events that pass the reconstruction (and, for
FCC, precot,top) cuts.
To estimate the sensitivity of top-quark measurements

to the time-dependence of quenching in the medium, we
consider a toy model in which the quenching is propor-
tional to the time between the moment when theW decay
products decohere, ⌧tot, and a moment when the medium
quenching e↵ect stops being active, ⌧m. This gives a
⌧tot-dependent quenching factor Q(⌧tot) for the W decay
products of

Q(⌧tot) = 1 + (Q0 � 1)
⌧m � ⌧tot

⌧m
⇥(⌧m � ⌧tot) . (4)

Recall that all other hadronic particles undergo quench-
ing with the factor Q0.
For each choice of ⌧m we obtain a mreco

W histogram as
in Fig. 2. We carry out a binned likelihood fit for the his-
togram and the background of incorrectly reconstructed
W ’s using the functional form

N(m) = a exp


� (m�mfit

W )2

2�2

�
+ b+ cm , (5)

which yields good fits. The free parameters a, b, c, � and
mfit

W are constrained to sensible ranges so as to increase
the stability of the fit in low statistics samples.
Fig. 3 shows the results for mfit

W . They are plotted as
bands for di↵erent ⌧m values, as a function of the PbPb
integrated luminosity, LPbPb. The width of each band
represents the standard deviation of mfit

W values that we

“bands” = 1𝜎

N𝜎

Max 𝛕m distinguishable 
at 2𝜎 (from baseline 

fully quenched?
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✦ Maximum brick time, 𝛕m, that can be distinguished (from full quenching) with 2𝜎, as a function of 
𝓛equivPbPb:  

✦ Distinction between different timescales still possible at the LHC:

15

Short vs Long lived medium

4

FIG. 4. Dependence of the reconstructed W mass on the
reconstructed top pt for HE-LHC (left) and FCC (right) col-
lisions. The quenched result corresponds to baseline full mod-
ification of the pp results, which would in practice be obtained
using knowledge of quenching from other measurements.

were present and started interacting from time 0. In a
real experiment, the corresponding scaling factor could
be obtained by measuring quenching in another quark-
jet dominated process (e.g. with �+jet or Z+jet balance),
as a function of the jet pt.

For short values of the e↵ective medium lifetime, ⌧m,
the mfit

W result is close to the unquenched result. This re-
flects the fact that theW decay products start interacting
only towards the end of the medium lifetime. For larger
values of ⌧m they instead still see most of the medium
duration, and most of the quenching. A very short-lived
medium, ⌧m = 1 fm/c, could be distinguished from the
full quenching baseline at the LHC with its currently ap-
proved LPbPb = 10 nb�1. However, to distinguish larger
values of ⌧m would require either higher luminosities or
higher energies. This is illustrated in the right-hand plot
of Fig. 3 for a future HE–LHC (

p
sNN = 11 TeV), where

the tt̄ cross section is 6 times larger.
At higher-energies it becomes advantageous to explore

the precot,top dependence of mfit
W , illustrated in Fig. 4 for the

HE–LHC and the FCC (
p
sNN = 39 TeV). For each bin

of precot,top, the upper axis shows the corresponding aver-
age ⌧tot. For a given band of ⌧m, when precot,top is large
enough so that h⌧toti & ⌧m, the band merges with the
unquenched expectation. Thus the shape of the precot,top

dependence gives powerful information on the medium
time-structure.1

1 The unquenched and baseline-quenched bands also have a precot,top
dependence, induced by the underlying jet and muon pt cuts,
as well as di↵erent amounts of final-state radiation outside the
R = 0.3 jet as a function of precot,top.
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FIG. 5. The maximum medium quenching end-time, ⌧m, that
can be distinguished from full quenching with two standard
deviations, as a function of luminosity for di↵erent collider
energies and species. For the KrKr points, the LKrKr value
that is used is equal to LPbPb · (APb/AKr)

2, i.e. maintaining
an equal number of nucleon–nucleon collisions.

Fig. 5 shows our estimate of the maximum ⌧m that
can be distinguished at two standard deviations from
the baseline full quenched result, for di↵erent colliders
as a function of LPbPb. The number of standard devi-
ations takes into account the statistical uncertainty of
mfit

W , for both the actual heavy-ion data and the embed-
ded “quenched” pp data (2 fb�1) and an additional 1%
systematic uncertainty (see supplemental material and
Ref. [34]). For each collider luminosity and energy the
results are obtained by choosing a precot,top cut so as to max-
imise the significance.

Fig. 5 also shows results for KrKr collisions. Lighter
ions such as Kr are of interest, despite their smaller
quenching e↵ects [35], because of the potential for higher
e↵ective integrated nucleon-nucleon luminosities [36, 37],
and are discussed further in the supplemental material.

To conclude, in this work we have shown that the study
of top quarks and their decays has a unique potential to
resolve the time dimension in jet-quenching studies of the
QGP. To benefit from this potential requires a su�ciently
large sample of top quarks, in particular to enhance event
rates on the high-pt tail, which gives the sensitivity to the
longer timescales. At the LHC, with currently planned
luminosity, such a programme could begin. With higher
energy colliders or a significantly increased luminosity
at the LHC (whether from longer running or lighter ion
species), there would be substantial prospects for using
jet quenching to study the evolution of the QGP over
the first few fm/c. Overall, our results provide a strong
motivation for a programme of experimental studies of
top-quark production in heavy-ion collisions.

Acknowledgements: We are grateful to John Jowett
for bringing to our attention the potential for higher

➡ LHC (limited by planned 
luminosities): 

✦ 10 nb-1: 𝛕m ∼ 1.3 fm/c. 

✦ 30 nb-1: 𝛕m ∼ 2 fm/c 

➡ Higher √sNN (11, 20 or 39 TeV): 

✦ Able to probe larger medium 
lifetimes
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✦ Higher luminosity, but smaller energy loss… 

✦ Might bring some advantages on the achieved timescales 

✦ HL-LHC:  

✦ PbPb with Lint = 10 nb−1: 1.5 fm/c 

✦ XeXe with Lint = 2-3 x Lint from PbPb: 1-2 fm/c 

✦ HE-LHC: 

✦ PbPb with Lint = 30 nb−1 (5 months): 5.5 fm/c 

✦ XeXe with Lint = 2-3 Lint from PbPb: 5-6 fm/c

16
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✦ Jets can provide a range of scales to probe the QGP! 

✦ In pp: jets develop in momentum/virtuality/… scale

17

Can other probes do QGP tomography?
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θ3

If θ1 takes place place at 𝛕1 or not does not affect 
the final result
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( ) 𝛕1 ≲ 𝛕2 ≲ 𝛕3 … 
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✦ Jets can provide a range of scales to probe the QGP! 

✦ In pp: jets develop in momentum/virtuality/… scale 

✦ In PbPb: jets propagate through a spatially extended medium. Jets will have a space-time picture!
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Can other probes do QGP tomography?
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✦ Unclustering jet and selecting different 𝛕form: 

✦ Is the energy fraction changed with respect to a vacuum parton shower? 
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Time structure with jets
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✦ Unclustering jet and selecting different 𝛕form: 

✦ Can we select jets that do not experienced energy loss?

20

Time structure with jets
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✦ Unclustering jet and selecting different 𝛕form: 

✦ Can we select jets that do not experienced energy loss?
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✦ Top quarks and their decays has a unique potential to resolve the time evolution of the QGP

✦ A first attempt along this line of research (proof of concept): 

✦ Energy loss fluctuations, statistical significance assessment based on a “true-sized” sample (event 
reconstruction efficiency, b-tagging efficiency,…), but no underlying event background or 
sophisticated energy loss model… 

✦ Promising results:  

✦ HL/HE-LHC: still able to distinguish broad range of medium-duration scenarios/quenching 
dominated regions from the inclusive top sample;

21

Summary

I. Kucher’s talk!!
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✦ Top quarks and their decays has a unique potential to resolve the time evolution of the QGP

✦ A first attempt along this line of research (proof of concept): 

✦ Energy loss fluctuations, statistical significance assessment based on a “true-sized” sample (event 
reconstruction efficiency, b-tagging efficiency,…), but no underlying event background or 
sophisticated energy loss model… 

✦ Promising results:  

✦ HL/HE-LHC: still able to distinguish broad range of medium-duration scenarios/quenching 
dominated regions from the inclusive top sample;

✦ Next steps: building a space-time picture of a jet in PbPb! 

✦ Able to access different timescales of the QGP; What exactly are these timescales? On-going work…
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✦ Top quarks and their decays has a unique potential to resolve the time evolution of the QGP

✦ A first attempt along this line of research (proof of concept): 

✦ Energy loss fluctuations, statistical significance assessment based on a “true-sized” sample (event 
reconstruction efficiency, b-tagging efficiency,…), but no underlying event background or 
sophisticated energy loss model… 

✦ Promising results:  

✦ HL/HE-LHC: still able to distinguish broad range of medium-duration scenarios/quenching 
dominated regions from the inclusive top sample;

✦ Next steps: building a space-time picture of a jet in PbPb! 

✦ Able to access different timescales of the QGP; What exactly are these timescales? On-going work…
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✦ Average Jet Energy Loss: 

✦ Z+Jet: (CMS PRL 2017)
✦ Energy Loss 

Fluctuations: 

✦ Gaussian at particle 
level 

➡ 150%/√(pT) ≡ 15% 
at 100GeV

24

Jet Energy Loss

(Average momentum imbalance Z + Jet)

10% less pairs

(Average number of Z + Jet pairs)

10% energy 
loss

�E

E
= �0.15

Taking into account the pairs that are lost  

(its pt falls below the pt cut):
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✦ How about lighter nuclei? 

✦ Lighter nuclei can go higher in luminosity.

25

Lighter Ions
J. Jowet, Initial Stages 2016

Large cross-sections for 
electromagnetic processes in ultra-

peripheral collisions: 

Bound-free e-e+ pair production 
creates secondary beams of Pb81+ 

ions emerging from the collision point;

Easy to avoid the bound by going 
lighter! 

But lose nucleon-nucleon luminosity 
as A2.
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✦ Energy Loss of lighter systems (Glauber): 

✦ NpPbPb ~ 356 [0-10]%: ΔEKrKr/EKrKr ~ 0.15 

✦ NpXeXe ~ 210 [0-10]%: ΔEXeXe/EXeXe ~ 0.13 

✦ NpKrKr ~ 110 [0-10]%: ΔEKrKr/EKrKr ~ 0.1 

✦ Energy Loss of lighter systems (Ɣ+jet): 

✦ PbPb [0-10]%: <xjz> ~ 0.7; 

✦ PbPb [40-50]%: <xjz> ~ 0.8 (Np ~ 107 [0-10]%);
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Light Systems
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✦ Monte Carlo Event Generator (POWHEG NLO ttbar production + pythia 8 showering with 
PDF4LHC15_nlo_30_PDF): 

✦ Rescaling at parton level with Gaussian fluctuations like: 

✦ Q (1 + r σpt /︎pt,i + 1 GeV)1/2,  

✦ Q = Quenching factor (Q0 or Q(𝛕tot)) 

✦ r = random number from Gaussian with σ = 1 

✦ σpt = 1.5 GeV1/2   (≡ 15% at 100GeV,  arXiv:1702.01060: CMS Z+jet)
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Simulation
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✦ To get an event-by-event estimate of the interaction start time each component has associated a 
randomly distributed exponential distribution with a mean and dispersion: 

✦ ⟨γt,top τtop ⟩ ≃ 0.18 fm/c , ⟨γt,W τW ⟩ ≃ 0.14 fm/c , ⟨τd⟩ ≃ 0.34 fm/c  

✦ Reconstruction of the event (at parton level) 

✦ 1μ with pT > 25 GeV and |𝜂| < 2.5 

✦ Jet reconstruction with anti-kT R = 0.3, pT > 30 GeV, |𝜂| < 2.5. (recluster with kT, R = 1.0 and decluster 
with dcut =  (20GeV)2) 

✦ 2 b-jets + >= 2 non-bjets 

✦ Quenching + energy loss fluctuations at parton level

28

Particle Decay and Coherence Time
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✦ W candidate reconstruction procedure: 

✦ pT,μ > 25 GeV + 2 bjets + >= 2 non-bjets 

✦ Anti-kT R = 0.3, pT > 30 GeV, |η| < 2.5. (recluster with kT, R 
= 1.0 and decluster with dcut =  (20GeV)2) 

✦ W jets = 2 highest-pT non-b jets. 

✦ W candidate is reconstructed by considering all pairs of 
non-b jets with mjj < 130 GeV; the highest scalar pT sum 
pair is selected 

✦ b-tagging efficiency of 70% (pPb events)
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W Mass Reconstruction
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✦ 1μ with pT > 25 GeV and |𝜂| < 2.5 

✦ Jet reconstruction with anti-kT R = 0.3, pT > 30 GeV, |𝜂| < 2.5 (recluster with kT, R = 1.0 and decluster 
with dcut =  (20GeV)2) 

✦ “hadronic” W candidate is reconstructed by considering all pairs of non-b jets with mjj < 130 GeV;  

➡ the highest scalar pt sum pair is selected

30

Reconstruction procedures
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✦ At Future Circular Collider (FCC) energies 
(√sNN = 39 TeV):  

✦ σttbar→qqbar+μν ~ 1 nb 

✦ At Large Hadron Collider (LHC) energies 
(√sNN = 5.5 TeV): 

✦ σttbar→qqbar+μν ~ 10 pb  

✦ Functional form fit:
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